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About This Game

Enjoy jigsaw puzzles with an epic atmosphere!

20 different jigsaw puzzles to complete

Each puzzle with 12, 24, 48, 96 and 192 pieces

Very high play time, it really takes hours!

Fantastic graphics for its genre

Great musics and atmosphere

Customizable frame colors

100 achievements

Available gallery inside the game
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Publisher:
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dark fantasy jigsaw puzzles

This is like the follow-up game Hentai Jigsaw Puzzle except with more fantasy/gothic-themed artwork and no nudity. This one
has a little more game in it as while there are only 5 puzzle sizes compared to 6, you get 20 different puzzles instead of 14. The
artwork is fantastic, very well-detailed and highly attractive. It plays the same as the other game, has the annoying timer but this
one's difficulty seems a little easier, you can play with a mouse or touchscreen but touchscreen seems better.
A fine puzzle game for the price, get the bundle or catch a sale for a better deal. If you're picking between the two, I'd start with
this one unless you absolutely must have bare anime breasts above all else.. The arts and the music are a plus to this game, buy it
if you like jigsaw Puzzles and beautiful Fantasy arts ! Especially for this cheap price. Really cool dark fantasy art and works
well with a controller. Hearing the same song over again and again gets a little tedious even if it sets the right mood but overall
it's a good casual jigsaw game.. I love the art in this game. The puzzles are nice, and the mechanics are nice as well.
There's a feature that will outline the pieces so you can see them against the dark background better.
. Bad. Bad game.
First of all. Timer - it's not ok. We are playing puzzle game. We want to relax and don't have race against time.
Second. Background is fail. It's hard to see puzzle pieces and work with them.
Third. YOU SHOULD'T have complete picture in your workfield. In my opinion this thing simply destroys magic feeling when
you collect puzzle.
. Very decent game, but really needs more variety of music, not only 1 track, over and over.. Nice relaxing puzzle !. Dark
fantasy is a jigsaw puzzle game, its very good, the gameplay is great, the soundtrack is great, and no credits roll after finishing
the game? well thats is ok because the art is great, the ui is great, and the casual player will like it.

+amazing gameplay
+awesome soundtrack
+cool sound effects

10/10. Hardly the cheapestest (even for this price, yup), yet definitely not the most unpleasant way to have another game with
100% achievements for your Steam profile.
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Worked fine using windows 10 but when using Kubuntu 18.04.1 linux the executable file would not show up in the downloaded
files and the game would not run. An error message was presented providing things to try to correct the situation. After trying
the suggestions nothing helped and still cannot run game.
Update 04-29-2019. The executable has downloaded in Linux and the game runs well.. Great music and good puzzles. Really
nice way to pass time.
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